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Abstract—Social media networks, such as Twitter, offer the
perfect opportunity to either positively or negatively affect political
attitudes on large audiences. The existence of influential users who
have developed a reputation for their knowledge and experience of
specific topics is a major factor contributing to this impact.
Therefore, knowledge of the mechanisms to identify influential users
on social media is vital for understanding their effect on their
audience. The concept of the influential user is related to the concept
of opinion leaders' to indicate that ideas first flow from mass media
to opinion leaders and then to the rest of the population. Hence, the
objective of this research was to provide reliable and accurate
structural mechanisms to identify influential users, which could be
applied to different platforms, places, and subjects. Twitter was
selected as the platform of interest, and Saudi Arabia as the context
for the investigation. These were selected because Saudi Arabia has a
large number of Twitter users, some of whom are considerably active
in setting agendas and disseminating ideas. The study considered the
scientific methods that have been used to identify public opinion
leaders before, utilizing metrics software on Twitter. The key
findings propose multiple novel metrics to compare Twitter
influencers, including the number of followers, social authority and
the use of political hashtags, and four secondary filtering measures.
Thus, using ratio and percentage calculations to classify the most
influential users, Twitter accounts were filtered, analyzed and
included. The structured approach is used as a mechanism to explore
the top ten influencers on Twitter from the political domain in Saudi
Arabia.

Keywords—Twitter, influencers, structured mechanism, Saudi
Arabia.

R

I. INTRODUCTION

ESEARCH has shown that from the perspective of
political institutions and government agencies, online
social media can be used to collect, track, interpret, summarise
and model politically relevant information [2]-[5]. Staying upto-date with current discussions and maintaining one's
credibility in virtual communities is becoming increasingly
important, especially regarding emerging issues that may
impact a particular politician or state in a conflict or crisis [2],
[5].
Public debate has long been researched and theorised as a
method for shaping public opinion and casts effects on
addressing political unrest. By the 1990s, the mediatised
public sphere where traditional media played the role of hubs
of information was highly unequal in terms of access to
Ahmad Alsolami is with the University of Hull, United Kingdom (e-mail:
aalsulmi@hotmail.com).
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opinion and listening to different views [6]. Social media has
now changed how people engage in politics, providing them
with low-cost routes into a broader political conversation [7].
It has lowered barriers to political participation and may help
reduce some specific aspects such as political engagement
disparity [8]. Furthermore, social media allows people to
access, create, share and comment on news and political
information [9], [10]. It creates new opportunities to try to
influence people who are already interested in politics.
Therefore, all these previous factors related to social media
will change today's politicians and influencers' nature and
effect.
The concept of influence is not new, and it continues to
evolve. According to [11], the paradigm shift of using the
media to influence people began in World War I. Specifically,
propaganda was used during the war between Britain and
Germany. In general, influence has traditionally been
characterised primarily as attempts to influence 'upwards' (i.e.
attempts to influence those in power). An influential person is
one who can affect others, persuading people to change their
attitudes and opinions. In general, influencers are loosely
defined as individuals with a disproportionate impact on the
spread of information with some interesting behaviour [12].
Also, influencers can be described as everyday people who are
far more likely than the average person to search for
information and share ideas, knowledge and suggestions with
other people. They do this by volunteering their views on
issues and occasions they are passionate about and expressing
their knowledge, advice, and insights [13]. Influencers on
social media represent a new type of independent third-party
endorsement that shapes audience attitudes through blogs,
tweets, and another social media usage. Reference [14]
identified social media influencers as users who heavily invest
their time in a specific area.
Several studies evaluate the role that various types of
influencer can play in the public sphere in political
conversations and on social media. Influencers may be not
only those with high visibility, or those who have their
message distributed across the network, but also those with
high activity who could also form the discussion by giving
subjects or opinions attention and relevance [15].
In recent years, researchers have shown an increased
interest in identifying influencers, which has made some
studies more specific and more in-depth. Reference [16]
characterised the ability to influence as "convincing an
individual to change their opinion, attitude, and behaviour".
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Two types of influencers are discussed in their work: leaders
of opinion, who use content to influence; and influencers, who
use their network position to spread messages. Social media
influencers have built a reputation for their knowledge and
expertise on a particular topic. They regularly post on their
favourite social media channels about this subject and
generate comprehensive follow-ups from enthusiastic,
interested people who pay close attention to their views [17].
The profound economic, social and political influence of
social media platforms on communities has led some to say
“The profound impact of networked technologies on societies
economically, socially and politically has led some to claim
that we have entered a new era of the Information, Network or
Knowledge Society” [18]. Nevertheless, even critics of social
media's ability to fundamentally alter power relations in
society acknowledge the opportunities that disadvantaged
groups have gained to self-represent, communicate freely, and
mobilise themselves transnationally. Influencers through
social media play an increasingly constitutive role in social
movement organising and global mobilisation [18].
Social media platforms have already become an appropriate
political environment for some people, and there are many
expectations that specific social networking platforms, such as
Twitter, will bring about a radical transformation of
deliberative democracy, allowing people to engage in their
government and enabling influencers to communicate and
mobilise the electorate and their supporters in ways that have
never been thought possible before [19]. For example, digital
technologies enable new players, average citizens, to
participate in political decisions [20].
Generally, the purpose of this study is to determine some
new criteria that might be of use to identify social media
influencers in conservative societies, complex political
environments and tribal and religious cultures. This may
encourage researchers in the future to attempt to examine their
roles and their impacts on others according to those factors.
The objectives of the present paper focus on:
 The determination of the most appropriate criteria that can
be utilised to define the essential political influencers on
Twitter.
 The use of these criteria in the identification of the
essential political influencers on Twitter in Saudi Arabia.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In the
next section Twitter will be analysed as the platform of choice
for this study. Also, crucial metrics and criteria in determining
social media influencers will be explored. In the methodology
section the paper will provide an overview of the procedures
of data collection. Three stages have followed, based on
reliable criteria, metrics, and software, before identifying
significant Saudi political influencers on Twitter. The results
will be presented and discussed and an overview provided of
the results' nature.
II. TWITTER?
Twitter is exciting for those exploring future political
communication changes and interaction because of Twitter's
asymmetric paradigm of human relationships. User tweets are
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public and available to both user subscribers, and non-user
subscribers, which distinguishes Twitter from services such as
Facebook, whose default position is to require special
privileges and demands for privacy to follow a user's
messages, links or status updates [19], [21].
Although many social network services are available, there
are several reasons for using Twitter for research. First, its
nature allows it to connect and communicate as a social
medium and broadcast as a conventional mass media. Twitter
allows social relations to be non-reciprocal, whereas Facebook
and LinkedIn allow only reciprocal relationships [22]. Another
feature is that Twitter has increasingly become a popular
device application that allows users to use it wherever they
are. 80% of active users are on mobile, according to [23]. In
comparison, Twitter is an already familiar and common Short
Message Service system. The open structure of Twitter's
Application Programming Interface enables developers to use
Twitter information in all types of web and mobile
applications. Besides, modern politics is in a state of crisis
recently [24]. Twitter has, therefore become one of the most
popular platforms for politicians and citizens alike, a social
network known as micro blogging [22]. This is reflected in
Saudi Arabia, where 77% of Internet users have a Twitter
account, and 41% of them are active users, which is more than
5 million people [25]. Twitter's success among Saudis
suggests that it has great potential as a communication
platform, indicating the positive effect of practical use [25].
Finally, it can be said that the Twitter environment is also
appropriate for the study of the role of influencers [12].
Several studies have looked at the characteristics of
influencers and their influence. Reference [1] suggested that
there were four core facets to identify influencers in the
political arena including having followers, being seen as an
expert and knowledgeable person, being able to exert social
pressure and social support, as well as being socially
embedded within their local community. Identifying someone
as an 'influencer' in social media, however, can be problematic
because it is challenging to identify traceable practices,
particular tools, or strategies or even social connection
mechanisms that are necessarily unique to influencers [16].
Therefore, researchers use a variety of different metrics to
classify influencers to address this issue. Whereas some of
them advocate a certain metric combination [26], [27], there
are multiple ways of operationalizing influence based on the
inclusion or exclusion of different facets of influence.
Considering the difficulty, those four core facets mentioned at
the beginning of the paragraph have been developed by [16],
who created some specific metrics (Table I) that help define
who are social media influencers.
A more easily quantifiable concept of influencers has
recently been proposed by research using access to large-scale
social information. These scholars tend to measure power by
the number of followers and how far a message is moving
[28], [29]. Another way is to consider interaction in the
network to identify the influencers. For example, this method
also involves either counting the times a user is mentioned or
applying metrics to a retweet or mentioning network in the
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Twitter study context. The key element in identifying
influencers is the criterion of experience that these studies
mentioned [16].

Metric
Indegree
Eigenvector
Clustering
coefficient
Knowledge

Open Science Index, Humanities and Social Sciences Vol:15, No:4, 2021 publications.waset.org/10011947/pdf

Interaction

TABLE I
DESCRIPTION OF METRICS
Description
A simple importance rank expressed by the number of nodes
with a directed edge pointing toward the given node (i.e.,
followers within a sampled network).
Centrality A measure that quantifies importance of a node. A
score is higher when a node’s connections are in turn highly
connected.
A metric conferring the degree to which a given node is
embedded within a tightly bound set of other nodes.
The number of tweets that a user posts containing contextspecific terms divided by the number of tweets in the sample
terms derived from a random sample of tweets collected during
the sampling period from both networks.
The number of tweets that a user posts containing contextspecific terms divided by the number of tweets in the sample
terms derived from a random sample of tweets collected during
the sampling period from both networks.

In Saudi Arabia, the study conducted by [25] to identify the
top influencers in Twitter utilised the number of followers
only as the primary measure of influence, before using some
filtering stages to enhance the accuracy of measurement.
These filtering systems use various algorithms and
measurement methods to calculate influence, which means
that parameters are more likely to overlap than if only one tool
were used. This study named 'social authority' as a standard
term to achieve the highest level of measurement accuracy.
Therefore, it used some tools based on the retweet rate of
users' last few hundred tweets and the recency of those tweets
and applied a retweet-based model based on user profile data
and the speed and quantity with which users discover, share
(and thus endorse) content on any particular topic using a
combination of criteria, including retweets, replies and
mentions [25]. Notably, it is reported that these metrics (e.g.
retweets, likes, and responses) may be influenced by other
variables such as time, place, topic and culture, due to the
complexity of new media. Based on the analysis of these
metrics and indicators, it seems fair to suggest that while the
number of followers can be used as a direct indicator of
participation, other measures may provide indicators of the
level of interaction and user engagement with potential
influence on the followers [12].
It appears from the aforementioned studies that numerous
researches have utilized some traditional metrics for
identifying social media influencers, but no attempt was made
to use a content analysis. Therefore, this current study
combines digital criteria and content analysis in an attempt to
achieve high accuracy in the results.
III. METHODOLOGY
As [30] noted, both qualitative and quantitative data provide
different types of information, often qualitatively providing
detailed views of participants, quantitatively rating
instruments, and together producing results that should be the
same. On the other hand, quantitative research involves
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designs, methods and measures that produce discrete
numerical and quantifiable data [31]. Numbers more explicitly
make observations. The data for this research were obtained
via specific software dealing with both the user accounts in
twitter themselves and the streamed hashtags. Using content
analysis and descriptive statistics, this information was
collected, quantified and analysed. Therefore, this current
study uses three primary criteria which have formal metrics.
Moreover, to increase the level of accuracy in this study, four
additional secondary criteria are used, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CRITERIA
Criteria
Category
Metric
Number of
Primary
Indegree: A simple importance rank
followers
expressed by the number of nodes with a
directed edge pointing toward the given
node (i.e., followers within sampled
network).
Social authority
Primary Interaction: The total number of times that
all other users mentioned, liked, and
retweeted the given user within the dataset.
Political hashtags
Primary
Knowledge: The number of tweets that a
user posts containing context-specific
terms divided by the number of tweets in
the sample terms derived from a random
sample of tweets collected during the
sampling period from both networks.
Account age
Secondary
Personal account
Secondary
Saudi account
Secondary
Active account
Secondary

A. First Stage: Gathering Data
The number of followers, social authority and account age
were used automatically as the main criteria in the first stage
to attempt to cover the variety of Saudi Arabian Twitter
accounts.

Number of followers: There is a debate about whether or
not the number of followers indicates influence. Some
studies find a clear connection between the number of
followers and influencers [32]-[34]. In contrast, others
have said it is popularity, rather than an influence variable
[14], [35].

Social authority: The social authority tracks and exposes
truly effective content, and users who regularly build. The
criterion of followers' number alone is not sufficient.
Social authority looks beyond the number of well-known
followers that people have, with the immediate concern
being the retweet activity of a user and others' affinity to
what they share [36].

Account age: Account age is an essential criterion in this
study. Due to the Arab Spring and its implications in the
region, and regarding the political crisis Saudi Arabia has
faced, this study determined the account's age, starting
from 5 years and more. This criterion aims to reach the
influential accounts that have sufficient duration in the
political arena.
IV. INITIAL LIST
Depending on the number of followers, account age and
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social authority, it is challenging to sort Twitter accounts
manually. Consequently, this study used the Followerwonk
program, which was found to be a suitable application to use,
compared to others, due to its simplicity, clarity and useful
options in setting times and locations. To deal with a large
number of accounts, this study set the minimum number of
followers at 50,000. Hence, the initial list had 1073 accounts,
ranging from the highest number 19,219,227 followers, to the
lowest number 50,211 followers. Using the second main
criterion (account age) reduced the total number of accounts
from 1073 to 877, which means that 196 accounts which had
been created after 01/12/2015 were excluded. Social authority
is the last main criterion which can provide a percentage for
each account, based on factors such as the number of
followers, likes, retweets, and mentions. This, in turn, reduced
the number of accounts and enabled identification of the most
influential of them at the same time. Therefore, the total
number of accounts was reduced by the social authority
criterion from 877 to 425, which means that 452 accounts
were excluded.
196 Accounts
Excluded because of
account age.

1073 Accounts
(Based on the number of followers)

877 Accounts

452 Accounts
Excluded because of social
authority.

425 Accounts
Initial List

Fig. 1 Initial list

used in this stage was political hashtags, which is a primary
one. According to [37] the use of hashtags helps interpret
tweets in the political domain.

Total of
accounts
(before)
425
accounts
228
accounts
226
accounts

The purpose of the final stage was to enhance measurement
accuracy by excluding any user who showed the low ability of
influence in the political Twitter arena, as compared to others.
The evaluation method used various political keywords
relevant to the region's general political crises to define
accounts that used them more than others, ensuring that
influencers would be more likely to be identified than if the
study used general criteria only. The essential political
hashtags related to the political crisis were used as search
keywords, for example, country, capital city, president, calls
for boycott, wars and Battles, political decisions, etc.
This study used the Tweetails application to calculate the
number of participations in political hashtags for each account.
The program targeted the last 3200 tweets for each account,
which were sufficient to distinguish between political and
non-political accounts before reaching the top political Saudi
influencers. Accordingly, 210 accounts were excluded. The
three stages of the research methodology are summarised in
Table IV.

V. SECOND STAGE: FILTERING
The first stage utilized two primary and one secondary
criterion (number of followers, account age and social
authority) dealing with numbers and statistics only to identify
the Saudi influencers on Twitter. However, the second stage
(filtering process) used three secondary criteria:
- It should be a personal account (to avoid governmental,
organisational, and unknown accounts).
- The account holder should be Saudi (to achieve this
study's purpose via identifying the top Saudis influencers
on Twitter).
- It has to be an active account (to exclude unofficial and
inactive accounts).
Based on the criteria of the initial filtering stage, 206
accounts were excluded as shown in Table III.
VI. THIRD STAGE: SEMANTIC ANALYSIS
The final stage of the process was to analyse the accounts in
order to identify the top Saudi influencers on Twitter in the
political arena, identifying the top ten accounts. The criterion
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TABLE III
FILTERING STAGE
Total of
Number of
Nature of excluded
The criteria accounts
excluded
accounts
(after)
accounts
It should be
228
197 accounts
governmental,
a personal accounts
organisational, and
account
unknown accounts
He/she
226
3 accounts A French football player,
should be accounts
Two Yemeni youtubers
Saudi
It has to be
220
6 accounts Three accounts were for
an active accounts
religious people, one a
account
journalist, one a social
activist, and one a
famous person.

Stage
Initial list:

Filtering

Semantic
analysis

TABLE IV
SUMMARY OF METHOD STAGES
Sources
Indicators
Validating
Results
Followerwonk
Number of
Number of
425
program
followers
followers and
accounts
Account age account age were
Social
checked on Twitter
authority
official site
Twitter official
Personal
Checked on their
220
site
account
official accounts accounts
Saudi account
Active
account
Tweetails
Political
Analysis of the last
10
program
hashtags
3200 tweets.
accounts

VII. RESULTS
This study's main objective was to provide accurate and
reliable structural mechanisms to identify influential users,
which could be applied to various platforms, places, and
subjects. Using these key metrics indicates a high ability to
identify dynamic, influential accounts. For the period between
01/12/2020 and 01/02/2021, the study accessed the Twitter
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network and measurement software and filtered its data. The
first step was to classify accounts into male and female
accounts. There were one female account and nine male
accounts among the top 10 influential political Saudi Twitter
users. Five of the accounts were journalists and media
professionals; the rest of the accounts were held by a royal
family member, a businessman, a social worker, a student, and
a translator as shown in Table VI.
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VIII. DISCUSSION
In this section, the study will discuss the importance of
using some metrics that can accurately identify social media
influencers, before discussing the results, their importance,
and indicators.
Despite the many theories on influence in sociology, there
are no concrete ways to evaluate such an influence and no
concrete definition of, for instance, influences in the
distribution of news. The Merriam-Webster dictionary
describes influence as 'the capacity or power to cause an
impact in an indirect or intangible fashion. Therefore, several
previous studies have shown that calculating the effect
requires more than digital metrics [14]. In this study, in
identifying the influencers of social media, a new metric was
used. Political hashtag is a criterion that can enhance digital
measures such as number of followers, social authority and
explore user interactions through subjects and periods. The
research carried out by [14] yielded three significant insights.
First, familiar users with a high degree of influence in recipes
or references are not generally influential. Second, the most
prominent users will affect a variety of subjects significantly.
Third, control is achieved by concentrated efforts, such as
restricting tweets to a single subject, not in a spontaneous or
incidental way.
The present study's finding revealed a well-defined
influential Saudi Twitter list, suggesting that the most

Screen name
Almatrafi
Adhwan
SalmanAldosary
monther72
aalrashed
AmaniAAJ
meshaluk
afalsaud
halgawi
TS_Observer

Full name
ﺧﺎﻟﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﻄﺮﻓﻲ
ﻋﻀﻮﺍﻥ ﺍﻷﺣﻤﺮﻱ
ﺳﻠﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﺳﺮﻱ
ﻣﻨﺬﺭ ﺁﻝ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﺦ ﻣﺒﺎﺭﻙ
ﻋﺒﺪﺍﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ ﺍﻟﺮﺍﺷﺪ
ﺃﻣﺎﻧﻲ ﺍﻟﻌﺠﻼﻥ
ﻣﺸﻌﻞ ﺍﻟﺨﺎﻟﺪﻱ
ﻋﺒﺪﺍﻟﻌﺰﻳﺰﺑﻦ ﻓﻬﺪ
ﺣﺴﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﻐﺎﻭﻱ
ﺗﺮﻛﻲ ﺍﻟﺒﻘﻌﺎﻭﻱ

Gender
Male
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male

influential on the list are prototypical influential when judged
according to the characteristics of influence listed in different
studies [38]-[40]. The top 10 identified accounts are familiar
names to Saudis, and their large numbers of followers give
them the potential opportunity to communicate widely with
the public. As shown by the results, the key players in the
Twitter political arena are journalists and media professionals
within the Saudi community. The result is in line with earlier
literature [41] which found that in the United Kingdom,
journalists are the most active social media users and have the
most positive attitudes towards these platforms. This large
percentage of journalists and media professionals among the
top 10 Saudi political Twitter users reflects their high role in
influence, which is compatible with the findings of a previous
study that compared 76 journalists' role expectations with
what they wrote about in their tweets. The results showed that
in the journalists' tweets, both the expected “watchdog” and
the "critical change agent" position (what some have called the
"populist-mobiliser role") produced corresponding role
outputs [42]. In turn, this result should push researchers to
investigate the role of journalists' skills and the relationship of
their media institutions to that role. The other five top
accounts were from multiple classifications, including the
royal family, business, social work, translation, and education,
as shown in Table V. Women are underrepresented among the
most influential individuals. The top ten Saudi political
Twitter user accounts have one women’s name, compared to
nine men's accounts. This is consistent with studies that
indicate men are more likely to express themselves politically
on social media [43]-[45]. More precisely, some individuals
are offended by politics in social media [46], which could lead
to women being more likely to avoid the most noticeable and
most offensive political activities than men, as the later are
more likely to hurt relationships by causing offence.

TABLE V
POLITICAL HASHTAGS
Occupation / social identity
Followers
Journalist / media professional
938.100
Journalist / media professional
622.100
Journalist / media professional
478.300
Businessman
474.900
Journalist / media professional
265.200
Social worker
244.400
Education
188.800
Royal family
184.000
Journalist / media professional
179.600
Translator
113.900

In terms of the third primary metric, political hashtags, this
study sought greater accuracy by using this metric. The
virality of a political hashtag will signify the extent of people's
interest in the social crisis embodied in the hashtag, and
perhaps the desire to participate more and have more influence
in the crisis [47], [48]. Identifying the political hashtags used
in the last 3200 tweets for each account is an important step to
judge the account's tendencies significantly. There has been an

International Scholarly and Scientific Research & Innovation 15(4) 2021

Social Authority
79
83
84
90
81
80
91
79.2
90
82

Political Hashtags Used
97.43
93.57
84.07
100
75.89
73.38
100
80.19
81.11
100

extended awareness of the significance of metrics. Nearly 30
years ago, manufacturing and management consultant Oliver
Wight articulated the often-repeated theory, "You get what
you inspect, not what you expect." Every organisation, every
practice, every employee, requires metrics. The fundamental
assessment tasks are fulfilled by metrics [49]. Therefore, in
this study, some well-known accounts were excluded despite
their reputation, followers' numbers, and social authority. As
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shown in Table V, three of the top 10 Saudi influencers
achieved 100% use of political hashtags in their last 3200
tweets. Interestingly, two accounts that achieved 100% use of
political hashtags also had the highest scores on the social
authority metric, compared to all other accounts.
Simultaneously, the account with the highest number of
followers (the first metric) recorded a low percentage of social
authority compared to other accounts with fewer followers.
This means that identifying social media influencers requires
more metrics and measurements that directly deal with
content.
TABLE VI
TOP 10 SAUDI POLITICAL USERS
Number of political Percentage of political
hashtags used in the hashtags compared to
Screen name
Full name
last 3200 tweets
general hashtags used
ﻣﻨﺬﺭ ﺁﻝ ﺍﻟﺸﻴﺦ
927
monther72
100
ﻣﺒﺎﺭﻙ
907
meshaluk
ﻣﺸﻌﻞ ﺍﻟﺨﺎﻟﺪﻱ
100
183
100
TS_Observer
ﺗﺮﻛﻲ ﺍﻟﺒﻘﻌﺎﻭﻱ
2581
Almatrafi
ﺧﺎﻟﺪ ﺍﻟﻤﻄﺮﻓﻲ
97.43
ﻋﻀﻮﺍﻥ
335
Adhwan
93.57
ﺍﻷﺣﻤﺮﻱ
216
SalmanAldosary ﺳﻠﻤﺎﻥ ﺍﻟﺪﻭﺳﺮﻱ
84.7
116
halgawi
ﺣﺴﻴﻦ ﺍﻟﻐﺎﻭﻱ
81.11
ﻋﺒﺪﺍﻟﻌﺰﻳﺰ ﺑﻦ
afalsaud
ﻓﻬﺪ
81
80.19
ﻋﺒﺪﺍﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ
447
aalrashed
75.89
ﺍﻟﺮﺍﺷﺪ
182
AmaniAAJ
ﺃﻣﺎﻧﻲ ﺍﻟﻌﺠﻼﻥ
73.38

IX. CONCLUSION

[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]

Twitter is a fruitful tool for understanding the views and
power of people. Therefore, to understand the vast and
complicated Twitter, it is necessary to recognise opinion
leaders or those who look like them. In this study, the
structured mechanism used for identifying political
influencers suggests that the influential accounts in the
political arena on Twitter can be identified via three primary
metrics used in the study: number of followers, social
authority and political hashtags. Using the primary metric,
political hashtags in this study might be considered a proper
step to identify accounts that are highly influential in the
network.
Some limitations present in this analysis are acknowledged
by the study, such as only analysing 3200 tweets, and a
specific study population. Future research should use
additional metrics such as full content analysis, and see if they
yield the same account names as this specific sample. Also,
the study used just three main metrics to identify political
influencers. New types of influencers could be discovered by
studying other non-political contexts employing the same
metrics. Findings might also indicate that journalists and
media professionals are more influential accounts in social
media political contexts than other categories.
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